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Ibexlabs Enterprise
Accelerator
Security and accessibility are high priorities when
it comes to your business data, and many
businesses opt for on-premise data hosting for
precisely these reasons. Running a server yourself
can quickly balloon your budget, and take
precious time from other important matters. At
Ibexlabs, we take your priorities seriously and
utilize a private cloud hosting infrastructure built
around your code, and your way of doing
business.
Governance and compliance become
exponentially harder when running applications
for multiple teams. Ibexlabs enterprise
accelerator helps by providing base line account
conﬁguration with guardrails, enabling teams to
self service cloud based infrastructure.
The accelerator also comes packed with Ibexlabs
services such as application hosting,
microservices, and kubernetes deployment
patterns which provide secure and automated
hosting environments.

Build your own
Accessible at any time
The security of hosting data locally
High costs of servers and IT
infrastructure
Diﬃculty scaling up as data needs
grow
Manual set up with reduced team
velocity and increased cost.

Ibexlabs Enterprise accelerator

I was looking for a strategic
partner to help me create and
implement a very robust, HIPAA
compliant, and secure AWS
infrastructure. I've been very
impressed with the entire Ibexlabs
team and highly recommend others
to work with them.

Battle tested cloud based
deployment patterns.
Security and compliance at scale.
Self service with guardrails.
Eliminate the costs of an in-house
server and IT.
Achieve governance and regulatory
compliance

- Tim Heger
HEALTHBRIDGE FINANCIAL CTO/CISO

Contact us to set up a FREE consultation and kick start your
DevOps transformation today.

GET A FREE CONSULTATION

Benefits

Work the Way
You Want
Hub and spoke
multi account / VPC structure
with share controls.
Seamlessly connect to existing
cloud and/or on-premise data
infrastructure.

Enterprise
Accelerators
Leverage a wide
array of standardized AWS
Service Catalog products with
Application, Microservices,
Data & Analytics, Network
accelerators.
Create any AWS resource
incorporating industry best
practices with minimal eﬀort.

Detailed
Management
Capabilities

Cost-Saving
Automation
Eliminate the need
for on-premise servers and IT.

Central Auditing, Conﬁguration
Management, and Compliance
with AWS Cloudtrail, Conﬁg,
and SecurityHub with KMS
Encryption

Always Run At
your Best

Peace of Mind
AWS Security Tools
assure 24/7
protection against
cyber attacks.

Well Architected
Infrastructure with industry
best practices that
automatically handles the
details of capacity provisioning,
load balancing, scaling, and
application health monitoring.

Ibexlabs has the proven track
record to create a system that
is compliant with regulatory
requirements.

AWS Control Tower
Set up and govern a new, secure, multi-account AWS environment based on best practices
established through our extensive enterprise experience.
Centrally create and manage portfolios, products, portfolio access grants, and other
operational aspects of the Hub-and-Spoke model.

When can we get started?
Full implementation of your application hosting
platform takes about four to six weeks. During
that time, Ibexlabs will help host or migrate your
application with minimal user impact.

Ibexlabs has helped many customers over the
years with cloud hosting and modernization
and achieved multiple AWS competencies
such as DevOps, Healthcare, MSP and is part
of AWS Well Architected Partner program.
We believe in customer obsession,
transparency and our reviews speak to the
results we helped deliver to our customers
over the years.

Contact us to set up a FREE consultation and kick start your
DevOps transformation today.

GET A FREE CONSULTATION

